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“That’s like a forty degree day. Ain’t nobody
got nothin’ to say about a forty degree day.
Fifty? Bring a smile to your face. Sixty? S**t,
people are damn near barbecuing out that
motha*****. Go down to twenty? People get
they b****h on, get their blood complainin’
But forty? Nobody give a f*** about forty,
nobody remember forty, and ya’ll is giving me
way too many forty degree days....”

- Stringer Bell, The Wire S03E03
Why do institutions invest in private markets?
Institutions invest in private markets primarily on the promise of alpha, a return premium as a payment for sacrificing
their option for liquidity. These high return targets are what attract Limited Partners (LPs) to look outside of
traditional investments, but in the conversations between General Partners (GPs) and potential LPs about returns,
a disproportionate amount of time is spent on gross returns and very little on net returns. In fact, in many instances
when we ask fund managers what net returns we can expect at different levels of gross return, the answers are
variations on: “we’ll get back to you”. This indicates a lack of focus on the end product being sold to investors (the
net, net return) and too much on the ego boosting but ultimately less important gross return.
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In many other asset classes this may be somewhat of an academic debate, but given the costs involved in private
markets investing, the differential between gross investment returns on portfolio investments can be very wide. In most
independent private equity funds the gross to net differential over the full life of a fund is somewhere between 5-10%
as a reduction of gross investment returns. This means that unless the gross to net conversion is well understood
and planned around, investors will land up with Stringer Bell’s forty degree days and wondering what happened
to the sixty degree day they were promised pre investment. This is particularly true in the low growth environment
experienced for several years in South Africa, which has led to low gross and net returns.
When it comes to fees and costs, it must be noted that not all private markets asset classes are created equal.
While this note primarily focuses on private equity, the gross to net conversion differs significantly by sub asset
class. As a rule, the more bespoke and difficult to implement the strategy is, the more expensive it is. For example, a
private equity strategy in a market where deal flow is difficult or requires significant resources to execute will have a
significantly greater gross to net loss than a strategy to invest in syndicated bank debt.
While we understand the reasons for this, we believe there is too little focus by GPs and LPs on the gross to net
conversion and a high level of tolerance for fund costs. We find that private equity fund managers will spend large
amounts of time structuring their deals to cater for risks and performance outcomes, but very little time working out
how to narrow the gross to net conversion. This is strange as it is certainly in the fund manager’s interests to do so,
in that minimising this drag helps the manager to get to carry.

Why is PE so expensive?
There are many reasons why private equity funds are expensive to run, including bespoke structuring of fund and
deals, high legal and due diligence costs and above all, high costs to employ experienced teams leading to high
management fees. There are smaller costs too, including independent investment committee members, audits and
scrip counts and independent valuations. Like in all things private markets, all the pieces matter and controlling
these costs is no exception.
Typical fees and costs profile (R1bn fund size)
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In trying to understand the impact of these costs, the quoted numbers can be misleading. For example, management
fees are most often based on committed capital rather than invested capital which is more common in other asset
classes. The result of this is to turn a 2% management fee into a return drag of over 3.25% even on a relatively
speedy deployment cycle of 4 years. Similarly, annual fund operating expenses of 0.25% on commitments become a
drag of almost 0.5% on annual returns, worse if there are more costs incurred earlier in the fund life.
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Another example is fund setup costs, where a common cap is 0.5% to 1%. If this full cap is used this will result in a
drag of close to 0.2% on annualised returns over the life of the fund.

Gross, net and nett (net-net)
In South Africa most private equity fund managers target 25% as a gross return. This means that when considering
potential investment, the manager will only approve deals that can realistically achieve this gross return target. When
this is done across a portfolio of deals, the expectation is that the majority of deals will perform and that a minority will
underperform. This combination of performance on the investment portfolio may mean that the actual gross portfolio
return could be lower than the gross return target, for example, 20%.
Indicative gross to net-net conversion
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All of the costs involved with running the fund such as management fees, organisational expenses and operational
expenses will then reduce this gross return, to a net return. The carry attributable to the GP must also come out of
this net return to get to the net-net (or nett) return which is actually attributable to investors, and therefore the only
one that really matters.
The impact of these costs also depends heavily on the deployment rate of the capital into investments. The example
shown above assumes consistent deployment over a four year period up to 80% of commitments, i.e. 20% of
commitments invested into deals each year for four years. Shifting this deployment later in the investment period can
reduce net returns between 0.5-1% annually over the fund life.
All in all, fees and costs typically consume 15-20% of capital committed over the life of a fund. The illustrative example
below is based on a R1 billion fund with a 2% management fee (plus VAT). It further assumes a four year deployment
cycle, organisational costs of 0.5%, annual running costs of 0.25%, deal costs of 2% of transaction values, 10%
hurdle with a full GP catch-up. In this simplistic scenario, gross returns are dragged down by just over 4% before
any carry. Gross returns must reach around 14% before the 10% hurdle is reached resulting in carry. The effect of
the catchup is dramatic in widening the gross to net conversion, and by the time gross returns reach 16%, the gap
has widened by a further 1.5% after this, based on an 80:20 carry split, the gap continues to widen, but at a slower
rate. At the point where the fund reaches planned gross returns of 25%, the gap reaches 6.5%, meaning a net return
of 18.5% for investors. It must be noted that this is a fairly conservative scenario and that costs can run higher,
particularly in smaller funds.
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What can be done to improve the conversion?
It is clear that managing the economics of the fund can make a significant difference to the outcomes for both LPs
and GPs as greater efficiency improves the economics of both. So what can be done and where can the biggest
gains be made?
Reduce/defer fees
Easily the largest single factor in the gross to net conversion is management fees. Reducing or deferring actual fees
drawn from investors can have a significant impact on the drag caused by fees. Some of the ways this can be done
are:
•

Use of a fund finance facility to provide liquidity to pay management fees. This allows the fund to draw fees from
a bank at an interest rate well below most fund hurdles. This defers or in some cases avoids having to draw from
LPs for fees, and therefore deferring the start of the IRR clock on such draws.

•

Use sculpted or stepped fees to keep initial fees lower. This promotes efficiency as in most cases this will better
match fees to manager expenses. Please see more on this in our other paper: www.27four.com/privatemarkets/
allthepiecesmatter

•

Use offsets/creditable fees from portfolio companies to settle management fees rather than draw from investors.
This is done to a much greater extent globally than in South Africa, and in many instances can significantly reduce
actual fees drawn to the extent that in developed markets effective fees are closer to 1%.

Reduce fund costs
There are certain fund operating costs that are difficult to do anything about, such as audit costs and investment
committee costs. However, there are some areas which can be addressed:
•

In some instances, fund setup costs can be better contained through better co-ordination of LP processes and
understanding key LP concerns prior to legal drafting. Agreeing upfront the key commercial terms should greatly
reduce legal costs.

•

Wherever possible, due diligence costs should be pushed into portfolio companies as part of the funding package.

Accelerate deployment
Fees based on committed rather than deployed capital cause a significant drag on returns, since the effective
percentage of actual invested capital is significantly higher than the percentage quoted. The way to minimise this
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drag is to deploy capital quickly in order to better match the fee level to invested capital for a longer period, by
starting the capital working to offset fees earlier. Clearly there is a balance to this, and we are not advocating reckless
deployment. However, speed of deployment is a legitimate consideration in the delivery of improved net returns. As
GPs, having pipeline opportunities that can be executed on in a relative short timeframe after first close can help
reduce the drag on returns from fees and costs.
Restructure carry
We have written previously about the benefits to alignment of LP and GP through using shared catchup (www.27four.
com/privatemarkets/allthepiecesmatter). We won’t restate the argument here but note that a shared catchup provides
significantly better net outcomes for LPs in scenarios where gross returns are above the fund hurdle, but insufficient
to offset a 100% GP catchup. Use of a full catchup is a major detractor from net returns, and our view is that it will
only be retained where fund managers are consistently proving their ability to deliver the highest gross returns. For
everyone else the market is shifting to promote stronger alignment.
Recycling of capital
Recycling of capital is another way to reduce fee drag, as in effect it allows a greater amount of capital to be used
without adding fees. Depending how it is used it can also up the percentage of committed capital actually used for
investments versus that percentage used to settle fees and costs. This creates a broader base over which costs can
be spread and reduces the gross to net conversion loss. For example, recycling 20% of fund capital effectively allows
100% of commitments to be used for investments and dilutes a quoted 2% fee to 1.67%, tightening the gross to net
conversion.

Conclusion
To sum up, we believe that LPs will continue to focus more on
the gross to net conversation to ensure their fund managers are
doing all they can to deliver full value from the gross returns they
generate on investments. We would urge GPs to spend more
time on this issue and apply their skills to minimising this gap for
their own benefit as much as that of their LPs. In the end it is the
net return which LPs will compare to what they can get from other
asset classes, and it must make sense, with a margin of safety
for risk and illiquidity, to choose private markets investments as
a valuable part of an overall portfolio. LPs will not continue to
invest if they keep getting “forty degree days” as a net return.
For further information on the 27four Private Markets team and how we can assist investors with evaluating
the market please contact privatemarkets@27four.com.
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Disclaimer:
This document is strictly for information purposes only and should not be considered as an offer, or solicitation, to deal in any of the investments
mentioned herein. Any information and opinions contained in this communication, and any supplemental information provided, is believed to be
reliable but no representation or warranty is given as to its correctness, accuracy or completeness. Any representation or opinion is provided for
information purposes only. We do not undertake to update, modify or amend the information on a frequent basis or to advise any person if such
information subsequently becomes inaccurate. It is not intended to create, and shall not be capable of creating, any obligation or liability on the
part of 27four Investment Managers or any of its affiliates, and shall not form part of any contract. All information and opinions provided are of a
general nature and are not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. We are not acting and do not purport to act
in any way as an advisor or in a fiduciary capacity. Any decision to invest must be made by the recipient solely on the basis of its own independent
judgement and research and subject to the terms and conditions governing applications to any relevant fund. No one should act upon such
information or opinion without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of a particular situation. While opinions stated are
honestly held, they are not guarantees and should not be relied on. Please note that past performance figures are not audited and should not be
taken as a guide to the future. 27four Investment Managers will not be held liable or responsible for any direct or consequential loss or damage
suffered by any party as a result of that party acting on or failing to act on the basis of the information provided in this document. This document
may not be amended, reproduced, distributed or published without the prior written consent of 27four Investment Managers. 27four Investment
Managers is an authorised financial services provider.
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